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Abstract: Beacon messages and emergency messages in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) re-
quire a lower delay and higher reliability. The optimal MAC protocol can effectively reduce data 
collision in VANETs communication, thus minimizing delay and improving reliability. In this pa-
per, we propose a Q-learning MAC protocol based on detecting the number of two-hop neighbors. 
The number of two-hop neighbors in highway scenarios is calculated with very little overhead 
using the beacon messages and neighbor locations to reduce the impact of hidden nodes. Vehicle 
nodes are regarded as agents, using Q-learning and beacon messages to train the near-optimal 
contention window value of the MAC layer under different vehicle densities to reduce the collision 
probability of beacon messages. Furthermore, based on the contention window value after train-
ing, a multi-hop broadcast protocol combined with contention window adjustment for emergency 
messages in highway scenarios is proposed to reduce forwarding delay and improve forwarding 
reliability. We use the trained contention window value and the state information of neighboring 
vehicles to assign an appropriate forwarding waiting time to the forwarding node. Simulation 
experiments are conducted to evaluate the proposed MAC protocol and multi-hop broadcast 
protocol and compare them with other related protocols. The results show that our proposed 
protocols outperform the other related protocols on several different evaluation metrics. 

Keywords: VANETs; MAC; contention window; Q-learning; two-hop neighbor; multi-hop broad-
cast 
 

1. Introduction 
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) need to satisfy reliable communication re-

quirements for intelligent transportation systems (ITS) and unmanned vehicles. The 
messages transmitted in the network are mainly service messages and security messages, 
which are respectively transmitted on the service channel (SCH) and the control channel 
(CCH). Security messages have higher requirements for low transmission delay and high 
communication reliability, bringing many challenges to VANETs [1]. Beacon messages 
and emergency messages transmitted by broadcast in VANETs are all security messages. 
Through periodic single-hop broadcast beacon messages, vehicles provide neighboring 
vehicles with their status information, such as location, speed, acceleration and deceler-
ation, overtaking, and so on. When a traffic accident occurs, a vehicle involved in the 
accident needs to notify other vehicles in a more extended range through emergency 
messages by multi-hop broadcast to avoid risks in time. 

To support the message transmission service between vehicles, IEEE and 3GPP re-
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spectively proposed the wireless access in vehicular environments (WAVE) standard and 
the cellular vehicle-to-everything (C-V2X) standard, which use different channel access 
technologies. This paper is based on WAVE standard system, including IEEE 802.11p and 
the family of IEEE 1609 standards [2]. Due to the high mobility and distributed charac-
teristics of VANETS, the MAC layer access protocol has a significant impact on network 
performance. The MAC protocol in WAVE is described in IEEE 802.11p and IEEE 1609.4 
standards. The distributed coordination function (DCF) and the enhanced distributed 
channel access (EDCA) mechanisms are designed to coordinate the contention-based 
channel access between vehicles. In DCF or EDCA, the size of the contention window 
(CW) plays an important role in the access process [3]. However, the current CW ad-
justment strategy in the WAVE standard is not optimal. 

At present, the WAVE and C-V2X standards do not provide a protocol for multi-hop 
communication between vehicles. Although there are many multi-hop routing protocols 
in mobile ad hoc networks (MANET), such as DSDV, DSR, and AODV [4,5]. These pro-
tocols are not fully applicable in VANETs, because the high mobility of vehicles will 
cause frequent changes in the network topology, making routing establishment and 
maintenance difficult, and increasing routing overhead. In recent years, many studies 
have proposed multi-hop transmission protocols suitable for inter-vehicle communica-
tion, but there is still room for improvement in throughput, end-to-end delay, and relia-
bility. For the transmission of emergency messages, multi-hop broadcast communication 
is considered to be an effective way of inter-vehicle communication. Because the dis-
semination object of emergency messages is usually not a specific node, but to notify all 
nodes within a certain range. 

The contribution of this paper includes several aspects. First, we propose to use 
Q-learning and the number of two-hop neighbors to obtain the near-optimal value of the 
MAC layer CW. A new method for calculating the number of two-hop neighbors under 
highway scenarios is also designed by using beacon messages and the neighbor tables. To 
meet the demand for ACK messages in the broadcast communication scenario, we pro-
pose a scheme for selecting reply nodes. Finally, a multi-hop communication protocol for 
broadcast Emergency messages in highway scenarios is proposed based on the MAC 
layer CW adjustment scheme. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work of 
the MAC layer contention-based protocols and the multi-hop broadcast protocols in 
VANETs. The system model with both the beacon message and the emergency message 
transmission is briefly introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, we propose a Q-learning 
MAC protocol based on two-hop neighbor detection (QMAC-2ND). A multi-hop 
broadcast protocol combined with CW adjustment (MBPCA) is proposed in Section 5. 
Simulation results are shown and analyzed in Section 6. Finally, the conclusion and fu-
ture work are discussed in Section 7. 

2. Related Work 
2.1. MAC Layer Protocol 

The DCF and EDCA mechanisms in the WAVE standard use a binary exponential 
backoff algorithm to adjust the MAC layer CW for unicast communication. They set the 
initial CW value to CWmin, and increase it exponentially after each transmission failure 
until it reaches CWmax [6]. In [6–8], DCF and EDCA are modeled and simulated, and the 
CW value is also discussed. The results show that the CW value greatly influences 
communication performance such as throughput, fairness, and collision probability.  

Kloiber et al. in [9] pointed out that the main reason for packet collisions in dedi-
cated short range communications (DSRC/WAVE) is that neighboring nodes select the 
same backoff counter, and proposed increasing the value of CW to reduce collisions. 
They also proposed a method called geo-backoff to adjust the backoff window using ve-
hicle geographic location information. A joint scheme of adjusting node transmission 
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power according to vehicle density and adjusting CW according to instantaneous colli-
sion rate is proposed in [10]. Amuru et al. [11] pointed out that the exponential back-off 
mechanism in WAVE is sub-optimal in throughput performance, especially in an un-
known dynamic network environment. They modeled the RTS-CTS handshake mecha-
nism as a Markov decision process, and used a post-decision state (PDS)-based learning 
algorithm to select the backoff window value according to the system state. References 
[12,13] proposed two methods for adjusting CW based on Q-Learning algorithm with 
different reward mechanisms. In [10–13], simulation experiments were performed on 
their proposed improvement schemes and the WAVE standard scheme or a fixed CW 
value scheme. The results show that their schemes have improved different communica-
tion performances. 

However, most of the schemes they proposed cannot cope well with the influence of 
the change of the number of contention nodes on the CW value. The number of conten-
tion nodes significantly impacts on CW value [14,15]. When the number of contention 
nodes is large, a larger CW can reduce packet collision. On the other hand, using a 
smaller CW can reduce the transmission delay when the number of contention nodes is 
small. Another cause of packet collision in VANETS broadcast communication is the ex-
istence of hidden nodes. In some studies, the RTS-CTS handshake mechanism is used to 
solve the problems introduced by hidden nodes, for example [11]. The sending node 
sends the RTS signal before transmitting the packet, and transmits the packet after re-
ceiving the CTS signal from the receiving node. Other surrounding nodes will remain 
silent when receiving CTS signals to prevent interference. However, the RTS-CTS hand-
shake process will increase the transmission delay. To solve the collision problem of 
broadcast messages in VANETs, this paper proposes a Q-learning MAC protocol based 
on detecting the number of two-hop neighbors. Using the number of two-hop neighbors 
instead of one-hop neighbors can avoid the influence of hidden nodes well. 

2.2. Multi-Hop Broadcast Protocol 
Multi-hop broadcast communication is typically used to transmit Emergency mes-

sages in VANETs. Existing multi-hop broadcast protocols can be divided into two cate-
gories: sender-based forwarding protocols and receiver-based forwarding protocols. In 
sender-based forwarding protocols, the current forwarding node selects a node from its 
neighbor nodes as the next hop forwarding node according to specific rules. In [16], a 
position-based broadcast mechanism (P-BM) suitable for highway scenes is proposed, 
which selects nodes that are farther away from the source node and in the lane closer to 
the source node as the next forwarding node. To limit the redundancy of the message, the 
forwarding will be stopped when the forwarding range is exceeded. References [17,18] 
use black burst and binary partition methods to select the node farthest from the source 
node as the forwarding node. The robust and fast forwarding (ROFF) in [19] uses a 
neighbor table and an empty space distribution (ESD) bitmap to assign forwarder can-
didates and assign different waiting delays to each candidate. In [20], a bi-directional 
stable communication (BDSC) multi-hop broadcast scheme is proposed, which uses 
beacon messages to estimate the link quality of neighbors and assigns forwarding se-
quence and forwarding delay to candidate forwarders according to link quality. Wu et al. 
[21] propose a joint fuzzy relays and network coding-based forwarding (FUZZBR-NC) 
protocol, which uses a fuzzy logic algorithm to select the next-hop relay node based on 
the distance, mobility, and RSSI information of the neighbor nodes. FUZZBR-NC selects 
two forwarding nodes each time to forward packets simultaneously, and uses network 
coding to improve the packet dissemination ratio. 

Receiver-based forwarding includes probabilistic forwarding and delayed for-
warding. This category of forwarding protocols usually uses distance and other infor-
mation to set different forwarding delays and forwarding probabilities for each candi-
date forwarder. In [22], three probabilistic and timer-based suppression broadcast 
schemes are proposed: weighted p-persistence, slotted 1-persistence, and slotted 
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p-persistence. Weighted p-persistence assigns greater forwarding probability to farther 
nodes, slotted 1-persistence assigns shorter forwarding delay to more distant nodes, and 
slotted p-persistence combines the above two methods. Yang et al. [23] assigns smaller 
forwarding delay to farther nodes and proposes a location-based adaptive broadcast 
protocol (PAB) that uses the location, direction, and speed of the vehicle to calculate the 
forwarding delay. In [24,25], the neighboring vehicles are divided into multiple grids 
according to their distances, and the farther grids use a smaller forwarding delay. In ad-
dition to distance, the protocol proposed in [25] also uses RSSI, speed, and priority to as-
sign different forwarding delays to candidate forwarders. It uses the RTC/CTS hand-
shake mechanism to solve the problems introduced by hidden nodes. Abbasi et al. [26] 
pointed out that the RTC/CTS handshake mechanism will increase communication 
overheads. In their intelligent forwarding protocol, the handshake mechanism is re-
moved, and different MAC layer CW values are set for forwarding nodes based on their 
distance and signal-to-noise ratio. Reference [27] proposed assigning different forward-
ing probabilities to nodes using an index number, determined by the distance and 
number of vehicles to adapt to forwarding requirements under different vehicle densi-
ties. 

Sender-based forwarding saves extra waiting time but results in a lower packet de-
livery ratio due to packet collisions. Receiver-based forwarding can achieve a higher 
packet delivery ratio, but the additional waiting time will increase the transmission de-
lay. Zhang et al. [28] combined the sender-based and the receiver-based forwarding 
schemes. They use their proposed link model to select the preferred forwarder, and the 
other vehicles will start the forwarding procedure after the waiting timer expires. 

This paper proposes some solutions to the problems in single-hop and multi-hop 
broadcast communication in highway scenarios. For single-hop broadcast, we use 
Q-learning to train the near-optimal CW values under different vehicle densities through 
Beacon messages to reduce the collision probability of broadcast packets. By calculating 
the number of two-hop neighbors, the impact of hidden terminals is reduced without 
increasing communication overhead. For multi-hop broadcast, a high packet delivery 
ratio and low transmission delay are achieved by combining sender-based and receiv-
er-based forwarding schemes. The forwarding wait timer is replaced by setting different 
backoff window values of the MAC layer for forwarding nodes. In this way, the CW ob-
tained by QMAC-2ND trained by beacon messages can simultaneously be applied to the 
multi-hop broadcast of emergency messages. The emergency messages and beacon 
messages can participate in the contention-based access process together according to 
different priorities. 

3. System Model 
This section describes the general V2V network communication model for highway 

scenarios, including the communication of beacon messages and emergency messages. 
Moreover, as the fundamental condition of the protocol proposed in this paper, this sec-
tion introduces the structure of the modified beacon messages and emergency messages. 

The paper focuses on the V2V communication system with both beacon and emer-
gency message transmission in highway scenarios. In V2V communication, beacon mes-
sages broadcasted periodically between vehicles are widely used in the sharing of vehicle 
state information. In addition to its function as a common hello message, beacon mes-
sages usually include information such as the GPS position, driving direction, speed, 
acceleration and deceleration, lane change, overtaking, and so on. Sharing this infor-
mation with nearby vehicles provides vital decision-making assistance for the driving 
assistance system and unmanned vehicles. 

The transmission of emergency messages requires multi-hop broadcasting, while 
the transmission of beacons requires only single-hop broadcasting. Emergency messages 
are used for the dissemination of emergencies, such as traffic accidents, broken down 
vehicles, dangerous road conditions, and so on. Beacon messages are not adequate for 
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broadcasting emergency information as their transmission range is very limited. Emer-
gency messages usually require multi-hop communication to notify vehicles at a longer 
distance, especially on highways where the base station signal is not easy to cover fully. 
For example, in Figure 1, the vehicle vs. needs to notify all vehicles between the vs. and 
the VN after a traffic accident. The stability of multi-hop communication is further chal-
lenged by the simultaneous transmission of beacon messages during multi-hop trans-
mission of Emergency messages. This paper uses the neighbor state information obtained 
from the beacon messages to jointly optimize the MAC protocol and the multi-hop 
broadcast protocol of emergency messages. 

GNSS

VSBeacon
Beacon

Emergency
...
...

... Beacon

VN

 
Figure 1. Transmission of beacon and emergency messages in highway scenarios. 

Tables 1 and 2 show the partial structures of the Beacon messages and the Emer-
gency messages, respectively. The ReplyAddress is used to indicate the replying node for 
Beacon broadcast communication. The MsgID is the unique ID of each message. 
SenderPosition, SenderSpeed and SenderDirection are the driving status information of the 
sending node. ForwardNeiNum and BackwordNeiNum respectively represent the number 
of forward and backward neighbor nodes of the sending node, and are used to calculate 
the number of two-hop neighbor nodes, which will be introduced in Section 4. Forward-
erAddress is the address of the next-hop forward node in the Emergency message mul-
ti-hop broadcast communication. OriginalPosition, TransmitDistance and TransmitDirection 
determine the transmission range of emergency messages. Forwardinghop is the number 
of hops by which emergency messages are forwarded. 

Table 1. The structure of the beacon message. 

SenderAddress ReplyAddress MsgID 
SenderPosition SenderSpeed SenderDirection 

ForwardNeiNum BackwordNeiNum Priority 

Table 2. The structure of the emergency message. 

SenderAddress ForwarderAddress MsgID 
OriginalPosition TransmitDistance TransmitDirection 

Priority Forwardinghop Emergencycontent 

Figure 2 shows the system flow of the work proposed in this paper. The node uses 
the beacon messages received from other nodes to update the neighbor table, calculate 
the number of two-hop neighbors, and train the appropriate CW value. When receiving a 
beacon message sending request from the upper layer, the node uses the trained MAC 
layer CW value to send it. For emergency messages, the node determines whether to 
forward and the waiting time for forwarding according to the MBPCA protocol. 
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Get the trained CW 
value through 
QMAC-2ND 
(Section 4.2)

Update the neighbor 
table (Section 4.4)

Receive the 
Emergency messages 

from other nodes.

End

Determine 
forwarding according 
to MBPCA protocol 

(Section 5)

Count the number of 
two-hop neighbors 

(Section 4.3)

Train the appropriate 
CW value through 

QMAC-2ND 
(Section 4.2)

Receive the Beacon 
messages from other 

nodes.

Receive a Beacon 
from the upper layer

Start sending Beacon 
messages

Start or stop 
forwarding 

Emergency messages

Start

 
Figure 2. The system flow of the work proposed in the paper. 

4. Contention Window Adjustment in the MAC Protocol 
The adjustment of the MAC layer CW size can effectively avoid data collision in V2V 

communication. This section introduces the CW size adjustment scheme in the WAVE 
MAC protocol and proposes a Q-Learning MAC protocol based on two-hop neighbor 
detection. 

DCF in the WAVE standard is a distributed access algorithm using carrier sense 
multiple access with a collision avoid (CSMA/CA) mechanism in each node, which al-
lows a node to obtain sending opportunities by contending channel. The contention 
process is shown in Figure 3. Before sending a frame, the node will detect the channel 
state and execute the backoff window after the channel has been idle for DIFS (DCF in-
terframe space) time. The value of the backoff window is a random integer from [0, 
CWCur], where CWCur is the current CW value. The backoff window is equivalent to a 
timer, and data frames can only be sent when the value of the backoff window decreases 
to 0 in units of time slots. If the channel becomes busy before the backoff window is re-
duced to 0, it will lock the current value and continue execution when the channel is idle 
again. 

IDLE
DIFS

Slot Time

Backoff Window

CWCur=CWMin Random[0, CWCur]

Frame Wait
 ACK

Get ACK

BUSY

CWCur
'=CWMin

No 
ACK

CWCur
'=

CWCur× 2+1

NEXT
Sender

SIFS ACK

Other 
nodes

Request

Request

DIFS

Backoff Window - 4

DIFS Frame

 
Figure 3. The contention-based MAC protocol process of the WAVE standard. 
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Predictably, the value of CW is crucial in the access process. When the vehicle den-
sity is high, a small CW will cause many data collisions. However, too large a CW will 
lead to increased communication delay. In WAVE, the binary exponential backoff algo-
rithm is used to adjust the CW. The initial value of CW is CWMin. After each transmission 
failure or no confirmation message (ACK) is received, the CW value is increased to CWCur 
× 2 + 1 until it reaches CWMax. And CW will be reset to CWMin after successful transmis-
sion. The ACK message is sent by the receiver after receiving the packet and passing the 
short interframe space (SIFS) time. 

The EDCA algorithm defines four access categories at the MAC layer, represented as 
AC[0]–AC[3], to meet the different QoS requirements for various services. The priority is 
divided by assigning different contention parameters to each access category, with AC[3] 
having the highest priority. EDCA uses AIFS [AC] instead of DIFS in DCF, and access 
categories with higher priority have smaller arbitration inter frame space (AIFS). 
Meanwhile, the frames with different priorities from the application layer are stored in 
four queue buffers, and the frame contention process in different queues is similar to the 
contention process between different nodes. That is, one node is divided into four virtual 
nodes with different priorities. 

Since both DCF and EDCA contention processes rely on ACK messages, one of the 
neighbor nodes will be selected to reply the broadcast message. The selection scheme of 
the replying nodes will be introduced in detail later. 

4.1. The Q-Learning Algorithm 
Q-learning is a classic algorithm in reinforcement learning, which is used in mod-

el-free learning. It is suitable for application in VANETs because it can interact with the 
environment and consume less computing power. When used in VANETs, each vehicle 
node in the network can be regarded as an independent agent. The agent acquires the 
current environment state and decides the next action to take based on the learning ex-
perience. After the action acts on the environment, a reward and the next state will be 
feedback to the agent. Through this cyclical interaction between the agent and the envi-
ronment, the agent can gradually generate predictions of rewards or punishments from 
past learning experiences, and perform the action that can obtain the maximum rewards. 

The triples (S, A, R) are used to model the Q-learning process, in which, S is the set of 
all possible states of the agent, A is the set of possible agent actions under state s ∈ S, R is 
the reward for transitioning from state s to state s’, by taking action a ∈ A. At each discrete 
time t, the agent selects the next action a to execute according to the current state st and its 
own Q-table, and then obtains the reward value R according to the reward function. The 
Q-table consists of S’ rows and A’ columns, with the elements Q (s, a), where S’ and A’ are 
the sizes of set S and set A respectively, and Q (s, a) is given by: 

γα
+

← + × + × −
1

( ) ( , ) [ max ( , ) ( , )]
tt t t t t a t+1 t+1 t tQ s ,a Q s a r Q s a Q s a . (1) 

During the Q-learning process, the Q-table is continuously updated according to 
Equation (1). The discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1] is used to indicate the importance of future 
rewards relative to immediate rewards. The larger the value, the more important the 
future rewards. γ = 0 means that only current rewards are considered, in which case the 
agent is short-sighted. α ∈ [0, 1] is the learning rate, indicating the proportion of newly 
acquired information used for learning. α = 0 means that the agent will no longer learn 
any new information. 

4.2. QMAC-2ND Design 
QMAC-2ND uses the Q-learning algorithm to train the near-optimal CW value un-

der different vehicle densities to reduce communication collisions in broadcast commu-
nications. As shown in Figure 4, each vehicle node is regarded as an independent agent, 
the number of two-hop neighbors is used as the state space, the different CW values are 
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used as the action space, and whether the ACK message from the replying node is re-
ceived is used as the judgment criterion of the reward. When a node needs to transmit a 
message, it will judge the current state based on the number of two-hop neighbors at this 
time, and adopt the action (that is, CW value) with the largest accumulated reward value 
in the current state. Since the algorithm proposed in this paper does not use deep rein-
forcement learning, very little computing power is required from the agent. 

IDLE

DIFS

Slot Time

Backoff Window

CWCur=CWMin Random[0, CWCur]

Frame Wait
 ACK

Get ACK

BUSY

No ACK

NEXT

Agent
(Q-Learning for contention 

window adjustment)

CWCur
' 

Action

Reward

Request

State

 
Figure 4. The contention process of the QMAC-2ND. 

Due to the fast movement of vehicles, the communication environment of VANETs 
is characterized by rapid changes. The different number of communication nodes directly 
affects the selection of the best CW value. According to the number of two-hop neighbor 
nodes, the state space is divided into four states: [0, 10], [11, 30], [31, 70], and [71+]. The 
division of the state space is related to the effective communication range of the nodes 
and determines whether the appropriate CW value can be obtained under different ve-
hicle densities. Here, it is divided according to the experimental results obtained using 
different CW values under different numbers of nodes. The calculation method of the 
number of two-hop neighbor nodes is introduced in Section 4.3 below. 

The action space, set according to the CW value used by the security messages in 
EDCA, is [3, 7, 15, 31, 63, 127, 255]. Based on the four possible states and seven possible 
actions, the size of the Q-table maintained by a node is 4 × 7. The appropriate size of the 
Q-table can effectively improve the convergence speed and reduce the consumption of 
computing resources and time. To balance the exploration and exploitation process, 
Q-learning usually selects the next action to be performed using the ε-greedy strategy. In 
the exploration process, an action is selected at random in the action space with proba-
bility ε, so that it is possible to try any action in any state. In contrast, with probability 1 − 
ε, the process of exploitation selects the optimal policy π in the current state s as the next 
action according to the Q-table. π(s) is given by Equation (2), representing the action with 
the largest Q value in the current state s. 

( ) argmax ( , )
a

s Q s aπ = . (2) 

Q(s, a) in the Q-table is initialized to 0 at the beginning of the learning process, at 
which point the agent needs more time to execute the exploration process to traverse all 
states. Therefore, setting ε to a bigger value at the beginning of the learning process can 
increase the convergence speed. After convergence, the agent performs the exploitation 
process more based on the learned knowledge. In this paper, ε decreases linearly with 
time according to Equation (3): 

1 ( ) / , 0.05
( )

0.05,  0.05
Trained SetT s T

s
ε

ε
ε

 − >=  ≤
, (3) 

where TSet is the preset training time, TTrained(s) is the current training time under different 
states s. When the number of neighbors is at a fixed level s, ε decreases linearly with time 
until it reaches the preset minimum value of 0.05. Since the state s changes according to 
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the number of neighbor nodes, independent ε values are assigned to the four states to 
ensure the fastest convergence in different vehicle density environments. For example, 
when the number of two-hop neighbors is [0, 10], the agent converges when ε has de-
cayed to the minimum value of 0.05, but when the number of two-hop neighbors is 
changed to [11, 30], the agent still needs a larger ε for the exploration process. Setting the 
minimum ε to 0.05 ensures that even after the agent reaches the convergence state, it still 
spends 5% of its time in the exploration process to correct the learned experience con-
tinuously. 

The reward function also determines the convergence speed and the degree of re-
inforcement learning. According to [12,13], when the agent receives an ACK message, it 
gains a positive reward, otherwise it receives a negative punishment of −1. At the same 
time, considering that a large CW value will cause a large transmission delay, the reward 
value is divided into [1, 6/7, 5/7, 4/7, 3/7, 2/7, 1/7] according to different CW. Using a 
smaller CW will receive a larger reward value after the transmission is successful; this 
makes the agent prefer the smallest CW that ensures successful message transmission. 
However, if the difference between the reward values is too significant, the agent will 
only focus on the delay sensitivity and ignore the impact of the ACK message. Instead of 
[1, 6/7, 5/7, 4/7, 3/7, 2/7, 1/7] in [12], the proposed reward function sets the reward values 
to [1, 0.95, 0.9, 0.85, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7] based on the experimental data, which can make the 
agent take into account the delay sensitivity and the transmission success ratio at the 
same time. Although ACK messages are only used in unicast in the WAVE standard, we 
extend the use of ACK messages for broadcast communications in Section 4.4 below. 

4.3. Calculation of the Number of Two-Hop Neighbors 
Since hidden terminals can also cause collisions on data transmission, they should 

be taken into consideration in the research of MAC protocols. For example, in Figure 5, 
when node vs. sends a data packet to node VB, it may collide with the data packet from 
hidden node VD, causing the transmission to fail. Since VD is not within the communica-
tion range of VS, so it is hidden to VS, and vs. cannot avoid collision with data packets 
from VD by monitoring the state of the channel. 

GNSS

VS
VB

Beacon

Emergency
RB2RS

VA

VCVDVE

 
Figure 5. Calculation of the number of two-hop neighbors in the highway scenario. 

The MAC protocols based on vehicle density (or the number of neighbors) can avoid 
transmission collisions by estimating near-optimal CW values. However, the calculation 
of vehicle density is mainly based on large-scale traffic flow estimation or estimation 
based on historical data, which makes it challenging to obtain the accurate vehicle den-
sity in the local area near the sending node. The number of one-hop neighbors within the 
communication radius of the sending node can be easily obtained through the periodic 
broadcast of beacon messages. But that does not eliminate the influence of hidden 
neighbors. Some researches propose to estimate vehicle density based on the number of 
received beacon messages, but the accuracy is usually low. Reference [29] suggests add-
ing the IDs of all its neighbor nodes to the beacon message, and the receiving node ob-
tains the number of two-hop neighbor nodes by retrieving the number of non-common 
neighbors. This method can accurately obtain the number of two-hop neighbors to design 
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the MAC protocol better to avoid the influence of hidden neighbors. But it will increase 
the overhead of beacon messages, especially when the number of neighbors is large. 

This paper presents a new method for calculating the number of two-hop neighbors 
by using Beacon messages and GPS information of neighbor nodes. Each node maintains 
a local neighbor node table according to the received Beacon messages. The neighbor ta-
ble contains the ID and GPS location information for each neighbor. Based on the location 
of its one-hop neighbors, the node can calculate the number of neighbors in its forward 
direction and backward direction, respectively. The numbers of forward-neighbor and 
backward-neighbor nodes are added to the beacon message with only a small overhead. 
In the paper, “neighbor” refers to “one-hop neighbor”. 

Figure 6 shows the process of calculating the number of two-hop neighbors. The 
sender periodically broadcasts beacon messages, which include the number of for-
ward-neighbors and backward-neighbors of the sending node. Upon receiving a beacon 
message, the receiver updates its local neighbor table, which includes the number of 
forward and backward neighbors for each neighbor. The structure of the local neighbor 
table and its updating principle are described in the next subsection. We obtain the far-
thest neighbors in the forward and backward directions by looking up the neighbor table. 
Then we calculate the number of two-hop neighbors by adding the number of forward 
neighbors of its farthest forward neighbor (ForwardNeiNum), the number of backward 
neighbors of its farthest backward neighbor (BackwordNeiNum), and the number of its 
own one-hop neighbors (OnehopNeiNum). OnehopNeiNum is equal to the size of the 
neighbor table. 

Start
(Sender)

Update the neighbor table

Receive the beacon

Count the number of forward 
and backward neighbors 

respectively (ForwardNeiNum, 
BackwordNeiNum)

Start
(Receiver)

Send a Beacon

Find the farthest node in the 
forward and backward 

directions.

Count the number of two-hop 
neighbors 

(OnehopNeiNum+ForwardNeiNum
+BackwordNeiNum)  

Figure 6. Two-hop neighbors number calculation. 

Note that the number of two-hop neighbors is not equal to the number of nodes 
within twice the propagation range of the source node. For example, the VE in Figure 5 is 
in the 2RS range, but it is outside the communication range of VB, the farthest neighbor of 
VS, so it is not a two-hop neighbor of VS. And VE will not interfere with the communica-
tion between vs. and VB. Our proposed method for calculating the number of two-hop 
neighbors is currently only applicable to highway scenarios. The calculation of two-hop 
neighbors in urban scenes needs to be further researched according to the urban road 
structure. 
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4.4. ACK Message in Broadcast Communication 
According to the neighbor table, one of the neighbors is selected as the response 

node to apply the ACK message to the broadcast communication scenario. The neighbor 
tables are maintained and updated using information from received beacon messages. 
Table 3 shows the structure of the neighbor table, where RSSI is the received signal 
strength indication, LastTime is the time when the beacon sent by that neighbor was last 
received, AckFactor is the metric used to select reply node for the beacon, and Forward-
Factor is the metric used to select forwarding node in multi-hop broadcast communica-
tion. The neighbor table update process is shown in Figure 7. 

Table 3. The structure of the neighbor table. 

ID Position Speed ForwardNeiNum AckFactor 
RSSI (received 
signal strength 

indication) 
Direction  LastTime  

Backword-
NeiNum ForwardFactor 

Receive the beacon 
from node X.

Start

Is X already in the 
neighbor table?

Update the 
information of 

neighbor X.

Add X to the 
neighbor table.

Record the 
information of X and 
calculate AckFactor 
and ForwardFactor.

Timer per 500ms.

End

Check the timeout 
node in the neighbor 

table.

Is the LastTime of 
neighbor N greater 

than 500ms?

Delete the node from 
the neighbor table.

Yes

No
Yes

Check the next node 
until the last node in 
the neighbor table.

No

 
Figure 7. The neighbor table update process. 

The node selects the neighbor with the largest AckFactor from the neighbor table as 
the replying node of the received Beacon. AckFactor is calculated based on the distance, 
speed, driving direction, and RSSI of the neighbor nodes, as shown in Equation (8), 
where a, b, c, d are weight factors, indicating the importance of each factor, and 

1a b c d+ + + = . The distance factor DF(x), the direction factor DI(x), the mobility factor 
MF(x), and the RSSI factor RF(x) are given by Equations (4)–(7) respectively, where d(x) is 
the distance between the x-th neighbor and the sending node, R is the reference trans-
mission radius, vs. is the speed of the sending node, V(x) is the speed of the x-th neighbor, 
RSSI(x) is the RSSI of the latest beacon received from the x-th neighbor, and RXThresh is 
the receiving sensitivity of the physical layer. In practical applications, the effective 
transmission radius of each node is not fixed but is determined by multiple factors such 
as transmitting power, antenna gain, and physical channel environment. Therefore, R 
here is only used as an approximate reference value. When the actual transmission dis-
tance is greater than R, DF(x) is equal to 0. In addition, a = 0.5, b = 0.1, c = 0.2, d = 0.2 in this 
paper. ACKFactor is used to select a neighbor a short distance away that travels in the 
same direction, has a small speed difference with itself, and has a large RSSI as the re-
plying node. 
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( ) ( ) / 1RF x RSSI x RXThresh= − , (7) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )AckFactor x aDF x bDI x cMF x dRF x= + + + , (8) 

4.5. Detailed Implementation of QMAC-2ND Algorithm 
Algorithm 1 describes the detailed implementation of QMAC-2ND, where st ∈ [0, 3] 

represents four different levels of the number of two-hop neighbors, 0, 1, 2, 3 correspond 
to [0, 10], [11, 30], [31, 70], and [71+], respectively. And at ∈ [0, 6] represents seven dif-
ferent CWs in Action[7]. When the ACK times out, the AckFactor of the replying node in 
the neighbor table is set to 0. This feedback mechanism ensures that when the ACK of the 
current replying node times out, it will not be selected as the replying node next time, 
and its AckFactor will not be updated again until the beacon message from the node is 
received again. 

Algorithm 1 QMAC-2ND 
1: Initialize Q(st, at) = 0, st = 0, at = 0, CWt = 0, Action[7] = {3, 7, 15, 31, 63, 127, 255},  

Reward = [1, 0.95, 0.9, 0.85, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7], at t = 0; 
2: repeat for each episode 
3:     procedure UPDATE_ENVIRONMENT() 

4:         Get the number of two-hop neighbors 2
NeiN ; 

5:         Update st based 2
NeiN ; 

6:         if TTrained(s) < TSet and ε > 0.05 
7:             Update α, ε according to Equation (3); 
8:         else 
9:             α = ε = 0.05; 
10:        end if 
11:     end procedure 
12:     CHOOSE_ACTION() at according to ε-greedy; 
13:     CHOOSE_REPLYNODE() Nx according to AckFactor(x); 
14:     Send packets using CWt = Action[at]; 
15:     procedure WAIT_ACK() 
16:         if get ACK message 
17:             rt = Reward[at]; 
18:         else 
19:             rt = −1; AckFactor(x) = 0; 
20:         end if 
21:     end procedure 
22:     Update Q-table according to Equation (1); 
23:     Next episode; 
24: until s is terminal; 
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5. Multi-Hop Broadcast Protocol Combined with Contention Window (CW) Adjust-
ment 

The multi-hop broadcast communication protocol focuses on the forwarding pro-
cess, including selecting the forwarding nodes and setting the forwarding delays. This 
section introduces a forwarding scheme that combines sender-based and receiver-based 
forwarding and utilizes the MAC layer CW adjustment scheme to determine the for-
warding delay. 

5.1. The Preferred Forwarder Selection Scheme 
Selecting a node from the neighbor table by the previous sender as the next for-

warding node can save forwarding time. As with the selection scheme of the answering 
node of the Beacon message, we use the distance, driving direction, speed, and RSSI of 
the neighbors as the reference for selecting the next forwarding node. The difference is 
that the DF(x) is modified to choose more distant neighbors, as shown in Equation (9). 
ForwardFactor is given by Equation (10), and the neighbor with the largest ForwardFactor 
will be the preferred forwarder. 

( ) / , ( )
( )

1, ( )
d x R d x R

DF x
d x R

 <
′ =  ≥

, (9) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ForwardFactor x aDF x bDI x cMF x dRF x′= + + + . (10) 

Instead of the timeout timer, we use the backoff window of the MAC layer protocol 
as the forwarding delay. In this way, the node can better participate in the contention 
process of the MAC layer, especially in the presence of beacon message propagation. In 
our proposed multi-hop broadcast protocol, the backoff window takes a random integer 
between [ForwardCWmin, ForwardCWmax] instead of between [0, CWCur] as in the WAVE 
standard. The preferred forwarder selects a random integer from [0, ForwardCWmax] as the 
backoff window for forwarding the emergency message. ForwardCWmax is given by 
Equation (11), where CW(x) is the near-optimal value of CW obtained from the 
QMAC-2ND algorithm, and dmin is the distance between the forwarding node and its 
nearest neighbor in the opposite direction of the message transmission direction. The 
transmission direction of the emergency message is determined by the direction of the 
road and is given by TransmitDirection in the message. For example, the vs. in Figure 5 
transmits an Emergency message backwards. VB is the preferred forwarder, then dmin is 
the distance between VB and VA. dmin can be calculated from the neighbor table. 

( ) (1 ( ( )) ) ( )

( ( ) ) ( )
max min

min

ForwardCW x R d x R CW x

d x R CW x

=  − − ×  
=  ×  

. (11) 

5.2. CW of the Candidate Forwarder 
Receiver-based delayed forwarding increases transmission latency, but a large 

number of candidates can increase the transmission success rate. Delayed forwarding 
usually saves more time than retransmission. The value of the backoff window of the 
candidate forwarder is a random integer selected from [ForwardCWmin, ForwardCW’max], 
ForwardCWmin and ForwardCW’max are given by Equations (12) and (13) respectively. 

( ) (1 ( ) ) ( )minForwardCW x d x R CW x=  − ×   , (12) 

( ) (1 ( ( ) ( )) ) ( )max minForwardCW x d x d x R CW x′ =  − − ×   . (13) 

It can be seen that the final backoff window value used by the candidate forwarder 
is most likely smaller than that of the preferred forwarder unless the distance of the can-
didate forwarders is greater than R and ForwardCW’max < ForwardCWmax. The use of dmin can 
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make the backoff window of the forwarder different from that of its neighbors. This di-
vision method is similar to dividing the road into a fixed number of grids in [24,25], and 
each grid uses a different delay to forward. However, unlike the grid method, variable 
numbers of grids can be divided according to different values of dmin(x) and CW(x). The 
variable number of grids allows more fine-grained partition of forwarding delays to 
avoid forwarding collisions between neighbors. Assume R = 300 m, Figure 8a,b show 
ForwardCWmin and ForwardCWmax when CW(x) is 7 and 128, respectively. In the figures, 
ForwardCWmin is the value corresponding to different d(x) (distance to sender) when 
dmin(x) = 0, and ForwardCWmax is the value corresponding to different dmin(x) (distance to 
nearest neighbor) when d(x) is constant. For example, when the candidate forwarder is 
300 m away from the previous forwarding node and 60m from the nearest candidate 
forwarder, and CW(x) = 128, its ForwardCWmin = 0 and ForwardCWmax = 26. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. The ForwardCWmin and ForwardCWmax values when CW = 7 and CW = 128, respectively. (a) The ForwardCWmin and 
ForwardCWmax values with different d(x) and dmin(x) when CW = 7; (b) the ForwardCWmin and ForwardCWmax values with 
different d(x) and dmin(x) when CW = 128. 

5.3. Detailed Implementation of the Multi-Hop Broadcast Protocol Combined with CW 
Adjustment (MBPCA) 

Algorithm 2 details the implementation of the MBPCA. The ForwarderAddress is 
given in the packet and represents the next preferred forwarder. CurTransHop and 
MsgHop are respectively the number of forwarding hops cached by the node and the 
number of forwarding hops obtained from the message. By contrast with the ACK mes-
sages of Beacon messages, the Emergency message forwarded to the next-hop is re-
garded as the ACK message of the previous forwarding node. If the forwarder receives 
an ACK while waiting for forwarding, the current forwarding procedure is canceled to 
reduce the forwarding redundancy of the message. The region of interest is determined 
by OriginalPosition, TransmitDistance, and TransmitDirection in the packet. Only nodes 
located in the message transmission direction and within the interest region can be se-
lected as the preferred or candidate forwarders. For example, the VC in Figure 5 cannot be 
the forwarder for the next hop. 

If the received ACK message is not from the preferred forwarder or the ACK times 
out, the ForwardFactor of the preferred forwarder in the neighbor table is set to 0. This 
feedback mechanism ensures a different neighbor is chosen as the preferred forwarder 
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for the subsequent forwarding or retransmission. The timeout retransmission function 
was added to improve the success rate of message transmission. In the process of waiting 
for retransmission, if the next-hop retransmission is received from other neighbors, the 
current retransmission procedure will be canceled. The retransmission cancelation 
mechanism, together with the limit on the number of retransmissions, can reduce mes-
sage redundancy caused by retransmissions. 

Algorithm 2 MBPCA 
1: Node Vx receives an Emergency message from Vs; 
2: if ForwarderAddress == ID(x)   //preferred forwarder 
3:     if duplicate (MsgID) 
4:         if CurTransHop < MsgHop; 
5:             if wait to retransmission 
6:                 Cancel retransmission procedure; 
7:             end if 
8:             if wait Ack || wait to forward 
9:                 Cancel Ack timeout timer or forwarding; 
10:            end if 
11:        end if 
12:    else if within the region of interest 
13:        CurTransHop = MsgHop; 
14:        Calculate the forwarding CW according to Equation (11); 
15:        Choose preferred forwarder according to Equation (10); 
16:        Start the MAC layer forwarding procedure and start the Ack timeout timer 

after send successfully; 
17:    end if 
18: else                        //candidate forwarder 
19:     if duplicate (MsgID) 
20:         Follow the procedures in lines 4–11; 
21:     else if within the region of interest 
22:         CurTransHop = MsgHop; 
23:         Calculate the forwarding CW according to Equations (12) and (13); 
24:         Follow the procedures in lines 15–16; 
25:     end if 
26: end if 
27: procedure AckTimeout() 
28:     if enable retransmission && less than the limit of retransmission times 
29:         Start the retransmission procedure; 
30:     else 
31:         Drop the packet; 
32: end procedure 

6. Performance Evaluation 
In this section, the proposed QMAC-2ND and MBPCA are simulated and compared 

with other related schemes. Several different metrics are used to evaluate the single-hop 
broadcast of beacon messages and the multi-hop broadcast of emergency messages, re-
spectively. 

6.1. Simulation Setup 
The Veins (Vehicle in Network Simulation) simulation platform [30], which is 

composed of a road simulator SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) [31] and a discrete 
event simulator OMNeT++ [32], is used for our simulation experiments. A two-way 
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four-lane highway with a total length of 2.5 km is used to complete the simulation ex-
periment. The vehicle uses the Krauss car-following model to drive at a maximum speed 
of 38.89 m/s. First, the vehicle training process is completed in a closed-loop road envi-
ronment with variable vehicle density. Then, the vehicles use the convergent Q-table 
obtained after training to perform the evaluation process for 300 s when the vehicle den-
sity is 5, 10, 30, 50, and 70 vehicles per kilometer, respectively. Vehicle density is con-
trolled by the minimum distance between vehicles, and the maximum speed of vehicles 
varies with different vehicle densities. 

Table 4 shows the main simulation parameters. The transmission range of the vehi-
cle is not fixed but jointly determined by its transmission power, antenna model, and the 
physical layer channel model to make the simulation closer to reality. The R used in our 
algorithm is only a reference approximation. The actual transmission range of a node 
may be greater than or less than R. To ensure the repeatability and accuracy of the sim-
ulation, each group of experiments uses the same random number seed, and the final 
experimental result is the average of three groups of experimental results with different 
random number seeds. 

Table 4. Simulation parameters. 

Class Parameters Value 

General 

simulation time 300 s 
message size 512 Byte 

carrier frequency 5.89 GHz 
channel model Nakagami 

bitrate 9 Mbps 
transmission power 20 mw 

RXThresh −89 dBm 
reference transmission radius 

R 300m 

a slot time 13 µs 
discount rate γ 0.8 

TSet 200s 

Beacon message 
priority 5 

transmission interval 100 ms 
retransmission limit 0 

Emergency message 
priority 7 

transmission interval 3 s 
retransmission limit 0 or 1 

6.2. Evaluation of QMAC-2ND 
The QMAC-2ND protocol is evaluated using single-hop broadcast Beacon message 

transmission and is compared with the modified-WAVE protocol and the QMAC pro-
tocol proposed in [13]. The modification of WAVE is reflected in the use of the replying 
node selection scheme in the broadcast communication scenario proposed in this paper. 
This is because the reply scheme of the current WAVE standard is only suitable for 
unicast communication. In addition, the WAVE standard only changes the CW value on 
retransmission. To facilitate the evaluation of performance, this paper does not allow 
beacon message retransmission in the MAC protocol. Therefore, the modified-WAVE 
protocol uses an exponentially increasing CW value when transmitting the next beacon 
message after a transmission failure, instead of using it during retransmission. The MAC 
protocol uses the average packet delivery ratio, the average one-hop delay, and the fair-
ness index as evaluation metrics. 
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Figure 9 shows the average packet delivery ratio under different vehicle densities. 
The packet delivery ratio here is the ratio of the number of beacon messages received 
ACK to the total number of beacon messages sent. When the vehicle density is 5 or 10 
vehicles per kilometer, all three protocols can achieve a high packet delivery ratio, be-
cause data collisions rarely occur when the number of nodes is small. When the vehicle 
density exceeds 30 vehicles per kilometer, the packet delivery ratio of the modified 
WAVE drops rapidly. This is because it increases its CW value only after a transmission 
failure. Both QMAC and QMAC-2ND perform better than the modified-WAVE. With the 
increase of vehicle density, the performance advantages of QMAC and QMAC-2ND over 
the modified WAVE protocol also increase. QMAC-2ND performs better than QMAC 
because it takes into account the number of contention nodes and the influence of hidden 
nodes. QMAC-2ND improves the packet delivery ratio by up to 16.7% compared with 
the modified-WAVE, and up to 5.0% compared with QMAC. 
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Figure 9. Average packet delivery ratio under different vehicle densities. 

Figure 10 shows the average one-hop delay under different vehicle densities. As the 
density of vehicles increases, the one-hop delay increases for all three protocols. How-
ever, the delay increase trend of the modified-WAVE is slight. This is because the modi-
fied-WAVE cannot obtain a higher packet delivery ratio by quickly adjusting the CW 
value. It will reset the CW value to the minimum after each successful transmission. 
Therefore, although the modified-WAVE has the lowest delay, it is at the expense of a 
lower packet delivery ratio. QMAC can increase the packet delivery ratio by using a 
larger CW value, but the CW value cannot be adjusted quickly according to changes in 
vehicle density. It is possible that a large CW value is still maintained for some time after 
the vehicle density has reduced. Our proposed QMAC-2ND protocol can quickly re-
spond to the changing vehicle density, and use the appropriate smallest CW value under 
the premise of ensuring the packet delivery ratio. When the vehicle density is 70 veh/km, 
QMAC-2ND has the largest one-hop delay because it sets a larger CW value according to 
the vehicle density to improve the packet transmission success rate. QMAC has a certain 
lag in dealing with changes in vehicle density, although its one-hop delay is relatively 
low, its improvement in packet delivery ratio is poor. 
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Figure 10. Average one-hop delay under different vehicle densities. 

Fairness is an essential metric of MAC layer protocol evaluation to indicate whether 
each node has the same opportunity to access the channel. We use Jain’s fairness index 
proposed in [33] shown in Equation (14) as the fairness evaluation metric, where xi is the 
throughput of node i, and N is the number of nodes. 

( )2
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2
1

N
ii

N
ii

x
FI

N x

=

=

=



, (14) 

The fairness index is divided into long-term and short-term indexes. Since the 
communication of VANETs is mostly security-related messages, it is necessary to ensure 
that all nodes in the network have the opportunity to access the channel in a short time. 
Therefore, this paper focuses on short-term fairness, which uses the throughput of nodes 
per second for statistical calculations. Figure 11 shows Jain’s fairness index under dif-
ferent vehicle densities. As the density of vehicles increases, the fairness problem gradu-
ally becomes prominent. QMAC-2ND improves fairness by up to 6.5% compared with 
the modified-WAVE, and up to 1.5% compared with QMAC. 
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Figure 11. Jain’s fairness index under different vehicle densities. 
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6.3. Evaluation of MBPCA 
Our proposed multi-hop broadcast protocol, MBPCA, is evaluated using the trans-

mission of emergency messages and is compared with the flooding broadcast based on 
the modified-WAVE, the weighted p-persistence broadcast (WPB) in [22], and the PAB in 
[23]. WPB includes a retransmission mechanism, when a node does not receive the for-
warding from the neighbor within the waiting period, it will forward the message with a 
probability of 1. We separately evaluate MBPCA without retransmission mechanism and 
MBPCA with one retransmission. The number of retransmissions can be set in the simu-
lation. 

For comparative analysis, we use the following metrics: 
• Packet delivery ratio: The ratio of the number of emergency messages forwarded to 

2 km away or to the end of the road to the total number of emergency messages sent; 
• End-to-end delay: The multi-hop forwarding delay between the source node and the 

last forwarding node; 
• Reliability factor: The ratio of the average number of unique emergency messages 

received by nodes within the range of interest to the total number of emergency 
messages sent; 

• Redundancy factor: The ratio of the average number of repeated emergency mes-
sages to the average number of unique emergency messages received by nodes in 
the interest range. 
The packet delivery ratio under different vehicle densities is shown in Figure 12. 

With the increase of vehicle density, the average packet delivery ratio has a downward 
trend overall due to the increase in collision probability. When the vehicle density is 70 
vehicles per kilometer, the packet delivery ratio of flooding, PAB and WPB drop to only 
about 1%. Both MBPCA without retransmission and MBPCA with one retransmission 
have better packet delivery ratios. Even when the vehicle density is 70 vehicles per kil-
ometer, the packet delivery ratio of MBPCA can still reach approximately 86%. MBPCA 
with one retransmission maintains 100% packet delivery ratio when the vehicle density is 
5, 10, 30, and 50 veh/km (vehicles/kilometer). Even when the vehicle density is 70 vehicles 
per kilometer, its packet delivery ratio still reaches about 98.5%. 
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Figure 12. Packet delivery ratio under different vehicle densities. 

As shown in Figure 13, the average end-to-end delay increases as the density of ve-
hicles increases. PAB has the worst delay when the vehicle density exceeds 50 veh/km. 
This is because its forwarding waiting delay is approximately exponentially related to 
distance. When there is no distant forwarding node or the packet forwarded by a distant 
forwarding node fails, this will cause a greater delay. WPB also has a high delay, because 
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it has to wait a fixed time, for example, 4ms, before each forwarding and retransmission. 
MBPCA has low latency, the longest delay is less than 30 ms, which meets the delay re-
quirements of emergency messages. Although there is a 20 ms waiting time before re-
transmission, the average end-to-end delay of MBPCA with one retransmission increases 
very little because only very few packets need to be retransmitted. The flooding protocol 
performs best in terms of end-to-end delay when the vehicle density exceeds 50 veh/km, 
but it is at the expense of a packet delivery ratio. 
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Figure 13. Average end-to-end delay under different vehicle densities. 

The reliability factor shown in Figure 14 is used to evaluate the receiving ratio of 
emergency messages of all nodes in the range of interest. Because the emergency mes-
sages not only must be notified to distant vehicles but also all vehicles within a specific 
region. With the increase of vehicle density, the reliability factors of the flooding, PAB, 
and WPB protocols decrease obviously. Because beacon messages are periodically 
transmitted in the network while transmitting emergency messages, an increase in the 
number of vehicles will increase the number of packets transmitted on the network, 
thereby increasing the collision probability. Although the reliability factor of MBPCA 
also shows a slight decrease, it can still maintain very high reliability. When the vehicle 
density is 70 veh/km, its reliability factor is still approximately 87%. Because we combine 
the MAC layer contention mechanism in the forwarding scheme, and assign a different 
backoff window to each candidate forwarding node as much as possible. The MBPCA 
with one retransmission can always maintain a reliability factor close to 100%. 
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Figure 14. Reliability factor under different vehicle densities. 
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Figure 15 shows the redundancy factors of several protocols to evaluate the control 
effect of broadcast storms. The redundancy factor indicates the degree of message for-
warding redundancy in multi-hop broadcasting, and a large redundancy factor may lead 
to a higher transmission collision probability. In general, the redundancy factor increases 
with increasing vehicle density. This is because more vehicles mean more forwarding 
nodes, which will increase the redundancy factor. Both MBPCA and PAB can maintain a 
low redundancy factor because a candidate forwarder will cancel its redundant for-
warding after receiving the forwarding from the other neighbor nodes. MBPCA with one 
retransmission has a higher redundancy factor, but it can achieve nearly 100% packet 
delivery ratio and reliability factor. Therefore, we should only use retransmission for a 
few message types that require an extremely high delivery ratio and reliability in prac-
tical applications. In fact, the flooding broadcast will have a much higher redundancy 
factor than the simulation result if the forwarding collision of Emergency messages is not 
considered. Because forwarding collision not only reduces the reliability factor, but also 
reduces the number of redundant packets received by the node. Compared with flood-
ing, WPB can reduce the redundancy factor, but the calculation of the node forwarding 
probability does not consider the vehicle density, so its improvement is limited. It should 
be noted that unlike the retransmission mechanism of our proposed MBPCA protocol, 
the retransmission mechanism of the WPB protocol only sets the forwarding probability 
to 1 when the forwarding of the neighbor node is not received; it does not forward the 
same message twice. 
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Figure 15. Redundancy factor under different vehicle densities. 

7. Conclusions 
This paper proposes a new MAC protocol and a new multi-hop broadcast protocol 

for VANETS communication in highway scenarios. First, based on the research on the 
MAC protocol in the WAVE standard and reinforcement learning, we propose a 
Q-learning MAC protocol based on detecting the number of two-hop neighbors to reduce 
the transmission collision probability. Beacon messages and Q-learning are used to train 
the near-optimal MAC layer CW value under different numbers of contention nodes. 
Then, for the multi-hop broadcast of emergency messages, the preferred forwarder and 
the candidate forwarder jointly participate in the forwarding process to reduce the for-
warding delay and improve the forwarding reliability. The preferred forwarder is se-
lected by the sender using the distance, direction, speed, and RSSI of neighboring vehi-
cles. All neighbor vehicles in the direction of the emergency message transmission are 
regarded as candidate forwarders. The forwarder sets an appropriate forwarding waiting 
time according to the trained MAC layer CW value and the distance from the neighbor-
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ing vehicle to reduce the forwarding collision probability. Finally, based on the Veins 
platform, our proposed QMAC-2ND protocol is compared with the modified-WAVE and 
QMAC in terms of average packet delivery ratio, average single-hop delay, and fairness 
index. In addition, our proposed MBPCA and MBPCA with one retransmission are 
compared with the flooding, PAB, and WPB protocols in terms of packet delivery ratio, 
average end-to-end delay, reliability factor, and redundancy factor. The simulation re-
sults show that our proposed two new protocols perform better than related protocols. In 
future work, we will consider further optimizing the protocols proposed in this paper to 
make them applicable to more vehicular communication scenarios. 
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